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Following G. Thierrin [7], a semi-group S is called strongly re-
versible, if, for any wo elements a, b of S, there are three positive
integers r, s and t such that

(ab)--ab --b*a.
Such a notion is a generalisWdon of a commutative semi-group.
In his paper, we are mainly concerned with generalisaions of

the results by S. Schwarz _4-6].
Let i be a two-sided ideal of S. We denote by / the set of

element a such hat ae I for some positive integer s. / is called
the closure of .

Theorem 1. If a semi-group S is srongly reversible, the closure

of any two-sided ideal is a two-sided ideal.
Proof. Let a be an elemen of and let x be an element of S.

Then there is a positive integer k such that a*e /, and there are
three integers r, s and such that

(ax)--a,x--xa.
Hence, we have

(ax)-(a’x*)=ax lx
Thus ax e . Similarly xa e . Therefore, is a two-sided ideal.

A semi-group S is called a periodic semi-group, if, for every
elemen a of S, the semi-group (a) generated by a contains a finite
number of different elements.

Such a semi-group has been exensively studied by S. Schwarz.
Theorem 2. Let I be a two-sided ideal of a strongly reversible

periodic semi-group S, and let {e} be the set of all idempotents of
I, then = UK(’),

where Kc=) is the largest subsemi-group of S containing only one idem-
potent e.

For %he deail o2 the semi-group K(), see K. Iski
Proof. Let aeK(), Chert a=e for some s. Hence aeI and

we have U K()

_. Conversely, let a *?I, hen a 2or some s.

Hence there is an integer t such Cha (a)t=e K(). This shows
a e K(.


